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DEC 2015
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DESIGN INTERN - Princeton, NJ

MAY 2015
-

SEPT 2015

ARCHITECTURAL VISUALIZATION
SOLE-PRACTITIONER - Jersey City, NJ

  - Developed design & documentation for 8 story, adaptive reuse building utilizing mass 
timber construction, the first of its kind in NJ.

  - Researched & employed mass timber design that will conform to building codes that have 
yet to be adopted.

  - Collaborated with city planners to develop new urban redevelopment plan for surrounding 
neighborhood.

  - Coordinated design directly with structural, MEP and civil engineers to ensure efficiency in 
construction.

I ran my own freelance architectural visualization business. I worked directly with the 
client and architects to 3D model, render and perform post processing to create beautiful 
images of their projects. I also undertook personal visualization projects to develop my 
skills further and explore new personal design projects.

I developed the schematic design and documentation of multiple 1 million+ square foot, 
mixed used urban and architectural design schemes in San Fransisco, Hollywood, FL, and 
Buckhead, Atlanta.

  - Collaborated with Principle in design of a pair of 5 story residential buildings in 
underdeveloped area of Newark.

  - Developed design through all stages of design process, construction documentation and 
coordination with engineers.

  - Worked directly with client to value engineer project without losing the quality of design.
  - Oversaw construction phase including on-site coordination, management of RFIs, 

submittals, shop drawings and pay reqs.

  - Developed design and documentation for the first multifamily shipping container project in 
NJ. The project consisted of 3 residential units constructed from 18 container total.

  - Solved intricate connection, fire safety and building code issues, working directly with the 
state building department to set new standards for this type of construction in NJ.

  - Creation of the projects MEP design and documentation.

  - Developed design & documentation for new 5 story condominium building.
  - Utilized parametric design tools in order to create a gradiented facade that while 

innovative, still passed both zoning and historic review without issue.

JAN 2018
-

PRESENT

VIZCT.COM

908.239.5764

CONNER.THACKARA
@GMAIL.COM



RELIT COMPETITION WINNER

FACE/LIFT COMPETITION HONORABLE MENTION

NAAB REACCREDITATION SHOWCASE

AIAS FREEDOM BY DESIGN - VOLUNTEER

AWARDS & HONORS

EDUCATION

NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE - Newark, NJ

UNIVERSITY OF SIENA
STUDY ABROAD - Siena, Italy

2016

2014

PROFICIENCIES INTERESTS
\\  RHINO
     + vray
     + grasshopper
\\  REVIT
\\  ARCHICAD
\\  SKETCHUP
     + vray
\\  3DS MAX
     + vray
\\  AUTOCAD
\\  ILLUSTRATOR
\\  PHOTOSHOP
\\  INDESIGN

\\  COMPUTATIONAL
     SIMULATIONS
\\  PARAMETRIC
     PROGRAMMING
\\  COMPUTER BUILDING
     + Optimization
\\  VISUALIZATION
\\  GRAPHIC DESIGN
\\  TYPOGRAPHY

REFERENCES
FREDERICK COOKE
     principle - c+c architecture
     frederick@ccarchitecture.com

DARIUS SOLLOHUB
     associate professor of architecture
     sollohub@njit.edu

DEAN’S LIST

A two phase design competition to redesign an existing facade and provide a day lighting 
solution for an existing day care facility in Newark, New Jersey.

Finalist in a two phase design competition to redesign the existing facade of warehouse 
structure.

Multiple academic design works of mine were selected to be showcased to the NAAB as 
they reaccredited NJIT’s architecture program based off of student work produced by the 
program.

I volunteered to provide design services through design competitions as well as helping to 
organize and illustrate a handbook for emergency resiliency in the wake of Hurricane Sandy.


